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 2008: Greater Minority Turnout and Share 
of the Voter Population
 “Fast-Growing” and “Slow-Growing”  
Purple States
 Where did Minorities Win the Election for 
Obama?
 Current Demographics and Polling in the 
Mountain West
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Democratic Margins by Race
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2008 Voter Profiles of  State Groupings
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Nevada, New Mexico Voters:   2004, 2008
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Ohio, Pennsylvania Voters:   2004, 2008
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Where Minorities Won for Democrats
2004 - Kerry Took  20 States
10 states-whites went Democratic
(62 electoral college)
10 states-minorities won for Dems
(190 electoral college)
2008 - Obama Took  29 States
19 states-whites went Democratic
(223 electoral college)
10 states-minorities won for Dems
(142 electoral college)
Source: William H. Frey analysis
2004 Blue States: Won by 
Whites and Minorities
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2008 Blue States: Won by 
Whites and Minorities
2010 Population and Eligible Voters by 
Race-Ethnicity: US and Mountain  West
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Party Affiliation:
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Priority Issues for Whites
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1 57% Jobs/Econ Growth
2 50% Schools
3 49% Federal Govt Spending
4 49% Illegal Immigrants
5 43% Crime and Drugs
(percent ranking issue as extremely important)
Priority Issues for Hispanics
Source: UNLV/BROOKINGS MOUNTAIN  WEST Survey
1 63% Jobs/Econ Growth
2 63% Schools
3 59% Crime and Drugs
4 48% Environment
5 47% Health Care
(percent ranking issue as extremely important)
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Stop Illegal Immigration Flows
Federal Involvement Level?
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Illegal Flows: Need More Federal Involvement
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Deal with Illegals Here: 
Federal Involvement Level?
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Deal with Illegals Here: 
State Involvement Level?
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Immigrants: Strength vs Burden
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Illegals: Pathway vs No Amnesty
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